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PLAY YOUR PART
Lymm High School is backing a community-led initiative to create a Performing
Arts Centre in Lymm.

E

xciting plans have been

The aim is to build a new

Initial plans would see the

unveiled for a new

Centre for the Performing

facility having a 450-seat

Centre for Performing Arts in

Arts, to be based on the high

theatre/performance space

Lymm to be used by local

school site and used primarily

which could also be adapted

schools, community and the

by schools during the day, and

for smaller events; drama and

surrounding area of south

by the community at evenings

dance studios; rehearsal rooms

Warrington and north/east

and weekends.

for music; a recording studio;

Cheshire.
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and some flexible space for

who want to get involved!”

challenge – but now, as we

meetings and exhibitions.

Over the next three months,

emerge from this awful

Kieran Walshe, a governor at

the working group is holding

pandemic, is a great moment

Lymm High School, is chairing

an online consultation, and

at which to think about the

a working group set up to lead

meeting with all groups and

kind of future we want for our

the project.

organisations who would like

community – and how

He said: “We’ve had great

to have their say about the

important the performing arts

support – on our working

proposed development. The

are to us all.”

group we have senior

findings will be used to put

For more information, visit the

councillors and officials from

together the case for funding –

website at

Warrington Borough Council,

which will need local

www.lymmperformingarts.or

representatives from schools

authority and government

g.uk where you can can find

and the Lymm Festival, and

support.

out more information, offer to

Andy Carter our local MP. We

Kieran Walshe said: “We do

help with fundraising and

are always looking for people

not underestimate the funding

have your say on the plans.
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LYMM HIGH SCHOOL
A WORLD CLASS SCHOOL

Three of the Year 12 project team: Jack Powell, Evie France and Thomas Lea.

Staff and students at Lymm High School are celebrating after being officially
designated a ‘World Class School’.

O

ur school was invited to
apply for the World
Class Schools Quality Mark
(WCSQM) and we are
extremely pleased to announce
Lymm High School is one of
just 12 secondary schools to
have been successful in
receiving the prestigious
accreditation this year.
WCSQM is a UK charity that
works to accredit the best nonselective state schools across
the UK with the World Class

4

quality mark accreditation.
Specifically, it is concerned
with developing the skills,
competencies and
characteristics that young
people need to thrive in an
ever-changing global
economy.

inspection they would be
deemed ‘outstanding’ by
Ofsted”.

According to the charity, the
starting point for applications
is that schools “have a track
record, data and evidence,
internal and external, that
indicates at their next Ofsted

However, a lot more than this
is required for a successful bid.
The arduous process involved
a team of Year 12 students
(ably assisted by Mr Hayes,
Head of Halls and Ethos)
spending weeks compiling a
comprehensive report to
demonstrate how Lymm High
students are ‘World Class’.
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This involved looking at a

project included Ciara Bennett,

Manager: “I was given the

wide range of areas, including

Evie France, Beau Harry,

opportunity to lead an

things like: how highly literate

Thomas Lea, Emma Parkinson

amazing team. Working with a

students are scientifically and

and Jack Powell.

primary school on this final

culturally; the extent to which

As part of the process, they

project challenged me and

students are excellent ‘life-

needed to work with a partner

enabled me to gain valuable

long’ learners; leadership,

primary school.

skills.”

“Working alongside Sacred

Being a WCSQM school will

including student leadership;
preparation for
higher

Heart Primary

open up some great

School really

opportunities for both staff

showed us the

and students over the next few

value of

years.

education and

‘Being a WCSQM

future careers;

school will open

and links with

up some great

communication

Having the accreditation gives

opportunities for

and teamwork.

the school access to the

organisations.

both staff and

Working as the

WCSQM framework that will

research analyst I

help all students to develop

The students

students over the

spent a lot of time

and demonstrate world-class

other countries
and

also had to put

next few years.’

listening to

skills and characteristics across

together a

feedback from

areas including learning,

video to

different schools

leadership, community and

illustrate how a typical week at

and coming to a group

the workplace.

Lymm High School facilitates

decision everyone could be

the development of world-

“The values of the

happy with”, said Thomas Lea.

organisation very much align

“This experience was a real

with our own in terms of

Mr Hayes said: “The student

eye-opener”, said Jack Powell.

working to make sure that

team did an incredible job of

“It taught me the intricacies of

students leave us not just with

leading the application process

communication and teamwork

excellent academic

and are themselves a prime

and was a

qualifications but

example of why Lymm High

golden

also as well-

School students are ‘world

opportunity for

rounded, socially

class’.”

everyone

responsible

Mr Williams said: “This is a

involved. It was

young people

significant achievement and

really great

equipped with

we are all very proud of what

seeing

the knowledge

it says about our school

everyone

and skills

community. Particular thanks

working as a

required to thrive

go to the students who did

team especially considering

in the modern world”, said Mr

such a fantastic job of leading

the wide range of skills

Williams.

this bid.”

needed.”

The students involved in the

Evie France was Project

class learners.
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SCHOLARS MAP OUT
GRAVEYARD HISTORY

Students from the scholar’s programme have continued their excellent work
from last year creating a catalogue of all graves in the graveyard at St Mary’s
Church, Lymm.

T

6

he project, which began

Students worked with

contributing positively to the

as part of our Founders’

Reverend Beverley Jameson

local community. They have

Day celebrations last year will

from St Mary’s, to clearly

given up their own time and

help people find the graves of

identify and catalogue the

Lymm High School is very

relatives – including those

graves in the graveyard.

proud to have been able to

dating from past centuries.

The aim is to eventually

help the local church in this

Many are very old; some

present a catalogue to

way.”

inscriptions are very difficult

Reverend Beverley, including

"This has been an invaluable

to read and the location of

print-outs of locations together

service to the church helping

some is also uncertain.

with names and dates of the

the bereaved locate their loved

This makes it difficult for

deceased.

ones", said Rev Beverley.

people looking for the graves

Leading the project was

“Such well-behaved,

of relatives – particularly old

Associate Assistant

courteous and hard-working

ones they might be seeking in

Headteacher, Mrs McGahey

young people, I’m proud to be

researching family trees, etc.

who said: “It is a great

a Governor of Lymm High

example of our students

School”.
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SUMMER CONCERT
Parents were treated to a spectacular showcase to celebrate the end of the
academic year when our young performers put on a summer concert of music
and dance.

T

School String Group also
performed.

The audience were treated to
the LHS String ensemble
performing Love Story by
Taylor Swift.

Year 12 dancers, Lottie and
Ellie also impressed the
audience with a 3minute performance set
to Libertango.

he annual event at
Lymm High School
gives students the chance to
showcase their talent in
playing instruments, singing
and dancing in front of family
and friends.

Directed by peripatetic tutor
Mrs Leighton-Jones the Lower

8

The LHS Brass band, led by
Mr Wyss, played The
Entertainer by Scott-Joplin as
well as other pieces.

Lymm High School’s Head of
Music, Mr Starkey said:

The talent of our students
never ceases to amaze me, but
it’s also about hard work.
These performers put in a
great deal of effort and
commitment over the weeks,
months and years to get better
and better.
From relative beginners to
accomplished musicians, it’s
very exciting to see talent
developing and to see
students’ confidence grow the
more they perform in public.”
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RUN 4 THEY HIKED

TO HELP

PATRYK
Huge congratulations to Mr
Pickles and his son Lucca, who
successfully ran 4km, every 4
hours for 48 hours during the last
week in May.

Both Mr Pickles and Lucca took
part in the challenge to raise
funds for The Patryk Milner
Memorial Fund which aims to
raise funds to enhance the
sporting opportunities and
development of those in the local
community including those in the
Mini & Junior section at Sandbach
RUFC.

The tragic death of 7-year-old
Patryk Milner on 2nd October
2020 shook the whole community.
The event managed to raise over
£41,000—a fantastic achievement!

After their 320-mile ‘Hike to help’, our three Year
11 students safely made it to the Emirates stadium
in London.

A

dam, Kristian and

anyone experiencing a

Reece set off on 5th

mental health difficulty. So

June from Cantilever Park in

far, the students have raised

Latchford, in honour of a

over £7250 for the charity and

lifesaving incident Adam and

their JustGiving page is still

his dad witnessed, and

open if anyone would like to

finished at Arsenal’s home

donate.

ground, which is the team
supported by a family friend
who recently took his own
life.
The hike was in aid of MIND,

You can read the full story
behind the hike in our last
issue of the newsletter by
clicking here.
Well done lads!

a charity that provides advice
and support to empower
JUNE/JULY 2021 - LYMM HIGH NEWSLETTER
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Congratulations to all our students
who have successfully completed
our Upgrade programme in English
and Maths this year!

10
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PRETTY OARSOME

Former Lymm High School student Lucy Glover has fulfilled her Olympic dream,
flying out to Tokyo to join the GB Rowing Team.

L

ucy is in the stroke seat

Currently, Lucy is based at

do everyone who has helped

of the Women’s Quad

Edinburgh University where

me along the journey proud.”

Scull and their first race is

she is studying for a

planned for 23rd July at

Psychology degree.

around 2am UK time.

Mr Williams, said: “On behalf
of everyone at Lymm High

“My dream of competing at

School, we wish Lucy and her

The 22-year-old was

the Olympic games has been

team the very best of luck.

introduced to rowing through

within me ever since I was

Knowing just how hard she

a Project Oarsome partnership

lucky enough to be introduced

has always worked and how

between Lymm High School

to the sport of rowing through

much this means to her, she

and Warrington Rowing Club.

Warrington rowing club’s

thoroughly deserves any

She won a silver medal for GB

strong links with our School”,

success that comes her way –

in the European Rowing

said Lucy.

and we all hope that she’ll be

Championships this summer,
and has gold and silver
medals in the World
Championships at U18 and

“I feel so fortunate to be able

able to bring a medal home to
show off to us all in school!”

to represent Lymm High
School on the biggest sporting
stage of them all and I hope to

U23 levels.
12
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ART & DESIGN

EXHIBITION
Lymm High School artwork goes on display
online at an end-of-year Art and Design
Exhibition.

T

he popular LHS art

family and members of the

their work to a broader

exhibition has been

public - required a different

audience.”

launched for 2021, with the

approach.

"We hope that you enjoy our

Covid-19 pandemic forcing it

Head of Art and Design, Mrs

exhibition, and we look

online.

Taylor said: "Sadly, due to

forward to welcoming you

Earlier this month, artwork by

current government

back to school, when we return

KS5 students went on public

guidelines, we are unable to

in 2022."

display with staggered

hold our annual Year 11

Please click on the link below

appointment times to allow a

exhibition at the school this

to view the work of our very

small number of parents and

year,"

talented Year 11 GCSE Art,

carers the opportunity to view

"We have created a platform

Fashion and Photography

this year’s work from our next

where you can view our usual

students.

generation of young artists.

high-standard of student

Artsteps | LHS Visual Arts

However, the much larger

artwork from the comfort of

Year 11 End-of-Year Exhibition

GCSE Exhibition – which is

your own home, giving artists

normally open to parents,

the opportunity to showcase
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VISUAL ARTS
CREATIVE CHALLENGE

The Visual Arts department continue to run their weekly creative challenges.
Each week students submit some fantastic pieces responding to the theme
of the week. These can be any creative discipline from photography, textiles,
collage or painting.

Pollinator Projects

Tony Cragg

14
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It’s all About

STEM

KS3 Club is all a go!
It has been brilliant to be able to run the
STEM club in this final term of school.
Students have continued to shine as they
explore robotics and think about creating
one from scratch. As they consider the key
features of a robot we’ve had some
excellent questions, such as what do you
think needs to be built first: eyes, wheels or
the grab crane?
If you haven’t managed to get involved this
term then do watch out for September as
we will hopefully see the return of a bit
more normality including our year-round
STEM club!
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Daresbury Laboratory
Success
Higher up in the school we are so
pleased to see one of our Year 11s
gain an elite place for work
experience with Daresbury
laboratory. With nearly 800 people
applying for around 50 places,
Joseph Chadwick saw success and
we hope he has a brilliant week
working with the software
engineers at Daresbury. Well done
Joe!

15
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YEAR 7 PRESENTER
SETS SIGHTS HIGH
Reuben Roberts is a sports correspondent for Lymm Radio’s Kids Live at Five
show every Sunday at 5pm. He tells us how it all started.

I

have been talking about
sport on the radio for over

a year now. It started by
accident really. We had heard
about the radio station being
set up in lockdown and
contacted the station to tell
them about the things we were
doing to support each other
and our neighbours.
I was then asked if I would
like to do more for the radio. I

said ‘Yes’ and asked if I could
talk about sports because sport
is a big part of my life.
So it grew from there…. Each
week I would either talk about
various sports stories or I’d do
an interview with a sportsrelated person. My first
interview was with a cricket
coach who had developed a

cricket game to sell over
lockdown. I was really
nervous as it was over Zoom
and I had not done anything
like that before. Kirsty James
gave me a great piece of
advice which was to smile
when asking the questions. I
found this really helped.

At first my dad helped me to

interviewed a lot of my friends

edit the interviews, but now

about the sports they do. One

after loads of practice I know

of my highlights has been

how to do it by myself. I have

appearing on Granada Reports

had some amazing

where it was my turn to be

opportunities this year to

interviewed!

interview lots of different

I’m hoping to visit Granada

people including Olympian

Reports to meet the sports

Ghazanfar Alli ……. We

journalists there. My dream

talked so much that a 2-minute

job is to become a Sports

interview turned into a 45-

Scientist or an Astronaut but

minute one. He was very

maybe I could also be a sports

interesting. I have even had

reporter after doing all of this.

the pleasure of interviewing
our very own Mr Mason from

the latest issue, click here.

the PE department. I have also

JUNE/JULY 2021 - LYMM HIGH NEWSLETTER
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WINNING AT WORDS
This year’s Lymm Festival organisers asked local poets to share their thoughts
on the theme of ‘Freedom’ and were delighted with the variety and quality of
entries received.

T

here were two categories
for entries: ages 11–15

and ages 16+. Lymm High
School student Libby Dobson
in Year 8 was the overall
winner of the 11–15-year
category with her poem ‘On
the ward’. Joshua Calder (Year
8) and Esme Nevitt (Year 10)
were runners up with their
entries ‘Freedom poem’ and
‘On the way’.
Miss Turner, our Head of
English, represented the school
on the judging panel
(anonymously of course!) and
was impressed with the high
standards that were met by the
students in both age
categories.
enjoyed judging the poems

favourite poems were read

alongside the other

daily by Sue Dodd and Fr.

panellists!”, she said.

Michael Burgess.

and thoughtful some of the

Well done to all the winners

You can hear them all by

individuals are in both Lymm

and the students who took

clicking here.

High School and the wider

part. Throughout the online

Here is a selection from our

community. I thoroughly

Lymm Festival, the organisers’

talented students.

“Their interpretations of
'Freedom' were truly inspired
and demonstrated how mature

18
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‘On the Ward’

‘How I Want My Life’

Lily Dobson

Holly Franklin

Lifeless bodies lay in each bed,
Machines monotonously beeping next to each one.
Dozens of medical staff watching over them;
Checking vitals and charts, machines and medicine.

Free from the suffocation of covering your face,
even if you keep your space,
Free from living a life where you can’t walk further,
than the little red post-box on the corner,
Free from weekly zooms with your family,
as we all know they end in calamity,
Free from constantly staring at the same ceiling,
with that longing feeling,
Free from the laws,
that are keeping you indoors,
Free from your laptop teaching you Spanish,
when it knows much less than a radish,
Free from kicking photo frames off the wall,
whilst dancing around like you are at a ball,
Free from only being able to hug your dog,
when your sister is acting like a crazy warthog,
Free from your mums healthy cooking,
that you throw away when she’s not looking,
Free from shivering and shaking when you can’t feel
your finger,
as you’re stuck outside in the middle of winter,
Free from alarming statistics on the news,
that crush all your optimistic views,
Free from the stress of shopping online,
whilst hoping it arrives on time,
Free from this chapter in history.

Small stacks of masks and gowns stood guarding
each door.
Reminding them why they were here;
Why they were fighting,
Who they were fighting for.
Every 3 or 4 hours people left,
And others entered.
Those leaving, escaping the fear and uncertainty
beyond the doors;
And being free from them for the next few hours.
Those entering, getting ready to help their patients
fight for their lives;
So they could get out of this place,
And to their families again.
Hoping they could do the same.

And be free from the wards…

‘Freedom Poem’
Joshua Calder
We’ve been stuck indoors for over a year,
We could only hope that the end was near.
School was closed, and work was too,
But the government did what they could do.
Everything was then online,
(Which didn’t even work from time to time).
Some businesses just sadly failed,
Debenhams, Topshop and Harvey’s derailed.
Confined to the comfort of our own homes,
We started to feel extremely alone.
No visiting places, family or friends,
Was a surprising, sudden new trend.
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We began to appreciate the small things in life,
Board games, jigsaws and box sets were rife,
Our daily walks became such a treat
Fresh air and nature could not be beat!
But now the rules have lifted a bit,
We can go to theatres, and gyms, to get fit.
So go outside, enjoy the sun,
To be out and about again is so much fun.
But as you return to the life you once knew
Remember the lessons that lockdown taught you,
Stop rushing, take your time, look around, be kind
Use freedom wisely, leave no one behind.
You’re free to meet up with people you know,
Just make sure you’re doing your lateral flow!
19
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‘On the Way’
Esme Nevin
Many a sleepless night
Did I spend over callings
Trapped by guilt and obligations
Wanting to be free, after all
What to be called is an important thing
You know?
You see, there’s the binary one’s
The “default settings”
So to speak
Then there’s the ones in between
Non-binary and all of those
But none of them really relate to what I’m
talking about
You know?

In the end,
People will call me what they assume I am
But I like Bun/bunself
Although I don’t know
I pretend to with others
The cis
But I’m on my way to being free
Not there yet, just on my way
And that’s ok
I know

What I obsessed over
The callings, is pronouns
There are many
Although people pretend there are only two
They lie and steal
And yet they draw the line at people being
free
You know?
She/her, He/him, They/them
She/they, He/they
Then the neo’s
There’s too many of them to count
I think I like bun
Bun/bunself
Like a bunny, it’s kinda cute!
You know?

20
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SUMMER SELF CARE
Looking after our wellbeing has never been more of a priority than it has been this year.

A

s we start our summer holiday with lockdown restrictions lifting, we encourage you to
continue to look after your mental health through the summer months. Even though we seem

to be heading back into what we’d see as ‘normal’ day-to-day, Summer can bring its own challenges
for our mental health but also fantastic opportunities to continue to prioritise our wellbeing.
or because you’re not used to the freedoms we
now have. If you are struggling at all, ask for

help from those in your family and take time to
complete small tasks outside in comfortable
spaces

Acts of Kindness!
Doing something positive for others can be a
real boost for our own mood too. Think about
someone in your life that may need a hand over
summer - whether that’s helping with a
particular job or task around the home, visiting
a relative or friend you know has been
struggling, or a random act of kindness for no

Screen time alert!

particular reason – take time to invest in the

We all love the Internet and the endless

small things and those around you that matter.

possibilities of TikTok but be aware of your
social media use in the holidays and limit
yourself. Do more things that make you forget
to check your phone – have a social media
‘summer clean’ and leave your phone at home if
you are going on family days out. Make time to

connect with people again.

Explore!
Sometimes it’s difficult to get outside even if the
weather is beautiful. If you are spending time
indoors that’s absolutely fine, sometimes we
love a film and PJs day, but be mindful of
whether you are doing this because you want to
22
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Give it a go!

THE JOHN STEWART MILL

You have 6 weeks without school and 6 weeks of

CUP COMPETITION 2021

time to be creative, practice a sport, explore,

Sixth Form students, Liv Galloway-Pollard,

socialise, craft, bake, or whatever it is you enjoy!

Thomas Lea, Jay Palombella, Jessica Salmon,

Make the most of your time and ask for help if you

Amy French and Jack Powell were delighted

are struggling with trying something new.

to receive their certificates earlier this month
to recognise their participation in the
prestigious John Stewart Mill Cup

Ask for Help!
Even though summer provides endless
opportunities for exploring and experiencing

exciting opportunities, if you are feeling
overwhelmed or would like to reach out for

Competition. Hosted by St Andrews
University on the 21st of April, the
tournament takes place over a single day and

aims to encourage collaborative and
productive discourse on a range of issues.

support there is always someone at hand to help

Well done team! You’ve made us all very

you.

proud.

Family, friends and support agencies are there
24/7 if you ever need to talk.
Please see the support pages in our Wellbeing
Support Guide to help you.
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

IN ACTION

Following on from the success of our Connect 4 Day in February, June’s INSET
day was devoted to social responsibility.

S

tudents were encouraged

#Accountability

#WeAllBleedTheSameBlood

to make a difference and

#Awareness

#RashfordRocks

#Cooperation

We had some uplifting entries

#Respect

and have included a selection

have a positive impact on

their communities. Lymm
High’s ethos hashtags
provided inspiration for the

#CastYourKindness

day:

#PutOthersFirst

24

here.
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Thomas Fawcett

“I baked a cake for an elderly neighbour.”

#CastYourKindness

Reauben Roberts

“I noticed there was a lot of litter on the beach
when we were on holiday in Abersoch. So I decided
to do some litter picking here are some pictures
that I took…”

#PutOthersFirst

JUNE/JULY 2021 - LYMM HIGH NEWSLETTER
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Matthew Nelson
“First , I wrote a letter to one of the people in Keate
House, to ask them about their day and tell them
about my week to put a smile on their face. Next, me
and my mum painted and also hid some Lymm Rocks.
Lymm Rocks Is a group of people who paint rocks in
the local area and hide them, for others to find and
make them happy and also then re-hide if wanted.

#CastYourKindness
#PutOthersFirst
Holly James

Another thing that I did was that I helped by recording
some links for Lymm Radio [local community station].
These shows consist of different music and audience
targets ( I did a link for the kids show, Kids Live at 5.)”

“For the social responsibility task I wanted to give my
aunt some gifts to say thank you for working at the
NHS. I went into town to get her a Toblerone that
said ‘Superhero’ on it, a bubble bar from Lush and a
card.

I also did chalk drawings on the driveway to say
happy pride to everyone.”

#Awareness
#Respect
#CastYourKindness
#PutOthersFirst
26
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Max Ryder
“I did some car valeting and helped my grandad
load his deliveries in his van.”

#Cooperation
#CastYourKindness
#PutOthersFirst

Holly Martin
Holly did lots of clearing up and weeding in
the garden for her mum whilst she was at
work.

#CastYourKindness

Elizabeth Matthew
“Firstly, I wrote to Barbara who is staying
at the Keate House care home in Lymm. I
have been writing letters to her back and
forth since ‘Connect 4’ and have really enjoyed keeping up with her. Secondly, I
painted and hid some Lymm rocks! My
mum set up Lymm rocks a few years ago
and with the help of me and my brother
and others around Lymm we have managed to share the smiles and love to people
who find, re-hide and reshare them. Today,
as I walked to deliver my letter to Barbara, I
hid some of the Lymm rocks I painted today. Finally, I recorded my links for my
weekly radio show on Lymm Radio. Lymm
Radio was set up during the first lockdown
and everyone who helps volunteers.”

#Cooperation
#Respect
#CastYourKindness
#PutOthersFirst
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY NEWS

Grace Wilkinson
“After a day of revising I
decided to go for a walk to relax
and at the same time show some
social responsibility and
environmental awareness by
picking litter.
I walked from Lady Acre Close
to Cherry Lane, Hardy Road,
Highfield Road, Booths Lane,
and back home collecting litter. I
collected 1 full carrier bag and
half a bin liner full of litter.”

#Awareness
#Respect
#CastYourKindness
#PutOthersFirst
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Grace collected:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

24 plastic bottles
11 plastic tie wraps
9 hair bobbles
3 elastic bands
2 face masks
8 cans
31 cigarettes
3 cigarette boxes
Plastic wrappers
McDonalds fries packet
Starbucks sugar
9 pieces of metal
Coin
Sweet wrappers
2 x disposable cups and
lids

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tin foil
5 plastic lollipop sticks
Crisp packets
Large piece of
cardboard
Half a car mat
Wipes
Kitchen roll
2 dog poo bags
3 nails
Pieces of metal
Pieces of glass
Small pieces of plastic
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY NEWS

Sophie Thorougood

“I baked some cupcakes for my neighbours.”

#CastYourKindness
Adam Hunt
“I was socially responsible by donating to
the Lymm Food Bank this morning.”

#CastYourKindness
#PutOthersFirst
#RashfordRocks

James Hassall
“I gave some eggs from my chickens free to
several sets of people. I am ACCOUNTABLE
for looking after my hens and I am AWARE
that not everyone has hens so I am PUTTING others first by giving eggs away to
other people.”

Alanah Gill &
Evie Hughes
“We helped the
community by litter
picking near the
church.”

#Cooperation
#CastYourKindness
#PutOthersFirst
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#CastYourKindness
#PutOthersFirst
#Accountability
#Awareness
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SPORT NEWS

SPORTS
DAY 2021
Lymm High School students
once again excelled themselves
in perfect sports day conditions
earlier this week. It was a
fantastic occasion, with all
students and many staff
involved throughout the morning
and afternoon activities. A huge
well done to all our individual
event winners.
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UPCOMING
IMPORTANT
DATES
A FOND FAREWELL
We give our thanks and congratulations to all of our
teaching and support staff who are leaving us this term.
We are saying goodbye to Miss Bound, Miss Chamouret,
Miss Davis, Miss Heeks,
Ms Iphofen, Mr Fitzgibbon, Mrs McDonnell, Mrs Ramsbottom, Mrs Rees, Miss Tomkins, Miss Turner and Miss
Wooton.
We are sorry to see them go and wish them all the best.

Friday 23rd July
Early Closure
12.15pm
Thursday 2nd September
Covid-19 mass testing

Friday 3rd September
Covid-19 mass testing
Monday 6th September
Autumn term begins
Monday 20th September
PTA AGM
Thursday 7th October
Early finish
Year 6 Open Day
Friday 8th October
INSET Day

Mr Fitzgibbon and his Year 13 Maths group

Follow us on

TWITTER
@LymmHighSchool
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